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Ballotting

- PAR granted September 2016
  - Initial draft 1.0 November 2016
  - Draft 1.1 December 2016 (Working group ballot)

- 802.1AC-Rev Draft 1.1 issued December 2016
  - Initial WG ballot
  - Comment resolution performed at January 2017 interim meeting
D1.1 Initial WG ballot results

- 59 Voters – of which 36 have responded (61%)
  - 28 Approve 90%
  - 3 Disapprove 10%
  - 5 Abstain ?%

- Ballot
  - got enough responses (61% > 50%)
  - passed (94% > 75%)
Commenting statistics

- 49 Comments
  - 1 TR
  - 5 T
  - 3 ER
  - 40 E
  - 0 G/GR
Main ballot comment items

- ST-MIB changes made in Qbv-2015 after the Qbv/D3.1
- Incorporation of agreed maintenance items
- Cross reference corrections.
- Dated/undated reference updates.
- Bibliography entries
- Minor typos
- Editorial corrections
- Minor errors detected in incorporated 802.1Qbu-2016
Plan

• Perform comment resolution at this meeting.
• Prepare a new draft for WG recirculation ballot
• Comment resolution at the March plenary meeting
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